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RANDOM
Designed by Neuland Industriedesign

An icon, an industrial masterpiece with an extraordinary irregular structure. 

A piece of furniture that, when it was born in 2005, revolutionised the concept of bookshelf, turning it into a 

design sculpture. This is the visiting card of Random by Neuland Industriedesign, created all white at the 

beginning. Then, it came in di�erent variants up to the colour of the 2C-3C release.

A product that, with its geometries, favours lightgames, while with its modularity adapts to any living space, from 

the widest to the most reduced ones. Over the years, Random has extended its family, changing the concept of 

storage. For instance, with Random Box and Random Cabinet, objects can be both stored and shown o�, while 

modules of di�erent depth give an e�ect of considerable dynamism.

Even today, MDF Italia Random expresses an extraordinary communication energy and it is one of the icons of the 

whole design world.

WHY RANDOM

- A design icon

- It o�ers a wide composition freedom

- Its dynamic concept enables a functional use of spaces 

- Its timeless design never ceases to amaze

Discover the new dimensional variants, named 2C and 3C. Click here

FRAMEWORK
Shelves at various standard heights, �t into the backs through concealed slots. Adjustable feet. Ready for wall 

mounting.

MONOCHROMATIC VERSION
A bookcase made of 6 mm thick medium-density wood �breboards, with matt lacquer (micro-go�ered) in white or 

medium grey, and back of melamine-coated board (thickness 10 mm).

L81.6 D25 H217 cm

Finish options

Monochromatic

Matt 
lacquered 
white X042

Matt 
lacquered 

medium grey 
X093
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RANDOM 2C - 3C
Designed by Neuland Industriedesign

The iconic Random bookcase is renewed and the product range welcomes new modules and colours.

The two dimensional variants, named 2C and 3C, make Random �exible and adaptable to all spaces in a home 

and to di�erent market demands. 

The new elements can express unique style even if they are of modest size, perfect in small spaces or dedicated 

niches.

Also, when combined with the Random module, they renew the collection’s modularity to create new and di�erent 

con�gurations. 

Pastel shades are successful not only on fashion catwalks, but they are also conquering the iconic Random 

bookcase, that gives up white to wear pale, delicate and romantic colours: from the relaxing shades of blue and 

green to a smart pink shade, matched with the evergreen grey.

A new and unexpected colour palette gives the bookcase a new look; colours �t for any room since they are warm 

and relaxing, to be matched with any type of furnishings and accessories.

WATCH THE 360° VIEW OF THE RANDOM 2C-3C

Discover the new the contrasting version. Click here

MONOCHROMATIC VERSION
A bookcase made of 6 mm thick medium-density wood �breboards, matt lacquer (micro-go�ered) in many colors, 

and back of melamine-coated board (thickness 10 mm). 

The new elements 2C and 3C, are available with matt lacquer in white, ash grey, light grey, medium grey, powder, 

light acid green, medium acid green, dark acid green, light olive green, medium olive green, dark olive green, light 

powder blue, medium powder blue, dark powder blue, light avio blue, medium avio blue, dark avio blue.



DIMENSIONS
- Random: height 217, width 81.6 cm, depth 25 cm

- Random 3C (3 spans): height 217, width 46.4 cm, depth 25 cm

- Random 2C (2 spans): height 217, width 35.8 cm, depth 25 cm.

FRAMEWORK
Shelves at various standard heights, �t into the backs through concealed slots. Adjustable feet. Ready for wall 

mounting.

RANDOM 2C-3C 

L35.8 D25 H217 cm
L46.4 D25 H217 cm

Finish options
STRUCTURE

Matt lacquered

Matt 
laquered 

white X042

Matt 
laquered ash 

grey

Matt 
laquered light 

grey

Matt 
laquered 

medium grey 
X093

Matt 
laquered 

powder pink

Matt 
laquered light 

acid green

Matt 
laquered 

medium acid 
green

Matt 
laquered dark 

acid green

Matt 
laquered light 

olive green

Matt 
laquered 

medium olive 
green

Matt 
laquered dark 

olive green

Matt 
laquered light 
powder blue

Matt 
laquered 
medium 

powder blue

Matt 
laquered dark 
powder blue

Matt 
laquered light 

avio blue

Matt 
laquered 

medium avio 
blu

Matt 
laquered dark 

avio blue
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RANDOM WOOD
Designed by Neuland Industriedesign

A new re�ned Canaletto walnut �nish dresses the iconic Random bookcase. 

An elegant texture with darker veins enhances the natural beauty of the wood, giving a warm and welcoming 

atmosphere to the environments in which it is installed, from the living room to the dining room.

Thanks to its timeless character, the new Random wood adapts harmoniously to any context and style, from the 

most classic to the most modern, characterizing every interior with personality.

Designed in 2005 by Neuland Industriedesign, Random is an icon of the MDF Italia collection which expanded its 

range over the years with the introduction of the 2C and 3C options in 17 shades.

A modular bookcase, which can be used individually for small spaces, or in combination with other colour shades 

to create larger compositions.

Random Wood L81.6 cm available from May 2021.

FRAMEWORK
Bookcase made with 6 mm thick panels of medium density �berwood in canaletto walnut �nish;

10 mm thick backrest in canaletto walnut. 

Compartments in standard sizes. The shelves are �t into the backs through concealed dovetail slots. With 

adjustable feet to 15 mm.

For safety reasons, it is highly recommended to �x the unit to the wall.

DIMENSIONS
- Random (5 spans): height 217, width 81.6 cm, depth 25 cm

- Random 2C (2 spans): height 217, width 35.8 cm, depth 25 cm

- Random 3C (3 spans): height 217, width 46.4 cm, depth 25 cm



RANDOM 

L81.6 D25 H217 cm

 H/D/L

RANDOM 2C-3C 

L35.8 D25 H217 cm
L46.4 D25 H217 cm

Finish options

STRUCTURE

Canaletto walnut

Canaletto 
walnut

               




